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1. INTRODUCTION
Computational prediction of bone formation and
growth is a challenge many researchers across numerous
fields hope to solve. If a robust model was developed,
validated, and implemented into the healthcare system,
improved prognoses with respect to developmental
bone abnormalities (e.g., craniosynostosis and clubfoot),
as well as improvements in planning reconstructive sur-
gery, would result. Prognoses would improve in part by
physicians’ newfound ability to test potential osteogenic
growth outcomes, which would then allow them to
recommend the safest, most effective treatment plan. Ac-
cording to the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion, it is estimated that between 2004 and 2006, 1 in
every 709 births include a developmental bone abnor-
mality, specifically a musculoskeletal birth defect.1 Skel-
etal anomalies are an important area of research and
study because of their high incidence rate,1 expensive
treatment plans,2 and contribution to increased rates of
infant mortality.2 Unfortunately, osteogenic formation
and growthmodels with validated prediction capabilities
do not currently exist.

Techniques for simulating bone development during
embryogenesis can be split into two main categories:
cellular biomechanics3 and ligand-receptor-based
signaling.4,5 Predictive models that use cellular me-
chanics at their core typically build off of the differential
adhesion hypothesis6,7 and “mechanically integrated cell
motile behavior.”3,8,9 Cellular mechanics-based models
are not used as frequently as their ligand-receptor-based
counterparts for simulating embryonic skeletal develop-
ment because of limitations in patterning ability. Ligand-
receptor-based models use coupled reaction-diffusion
(RD) equations to predict osteogenic development.4,10

Research into bone-modeling proteins lends itself to
RD-based embryonic bone modeling because it provides
a framework for pattern formation that is linked to
chemical interaction and evolution.11e13 Cellular
biomechanics and ligand-receptor-based signaling the-
ory can be paired together to createmore robust, compre-
hensive models.4 Because RD systems are at the core of
many osteogenic formation and growth techniques,
they will be discussed in greater detail. Readers interested
in cellular mechanics-based embryonic models are
directed to Delile et al.3 and Wyczalkowski et al.6

2. REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS
An RD equation can be classified as a semilinear para-
bolic partial differential equation composed of three
terms:

vu
vt
¼RðuÞ þ DV2u (4.2.1)

where u is the molar concentration of a chemical sub-
stance, t is time, RðuÞ is local reactions, D is mass diffu-
sivity, and V2 is the Laplace operator.14,15 For example,
the Laplacian of the scalar concentration u in three di-

mensions is defined as
P3
i¼1

v2u
vx2i
. Molar concentration in

an RD system changes temporally and spatially until a
steady-state solution is reached. Mass diffusivity is
commonly assumed to be Fickian,16 and if all local re-
action terms were assumed to be negligible the RD
equation would simplify into Fick’s second law of diffu-
sion (i.e., the heat equation). A pair of RD equations is
considered coupled when the local reaction term for
one RD equation is dependent on the molar concentra-
tion variable from the other RD equation, such that
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vu
vt
¼R1ðu; vÞ þ DuV

2u (4.2.2)

vv
vt
¼R2ðu; vÞ þ DvV

2v (4.2.3)

where v is the molar concentration of a different chem-
ical substance. The local reaction term Riðu; vÞ describes
chemical propagation and degradation. R1ðu; vÞ and
R2ðu; vÞ in Eqs. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, respectively, can be
equal, but they do not have to be. Local reaction terms
are selected based on the intended application of the
RD system. The RD equation format described in Eq.
4.2.1 as well as the RD system format described in
Eqs. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 were theorized by Turing in
1952.14 When using an RD system to predict osteogenic
formation and growth, there are well-established local
reaction terms that are documented to have morpho-
logic significance.14,17

3. MORPHOGENIC REACTION-DIFFUSION
SYSTEMS

Morphogenesis is a field of study in developmental
biology that aims to understand how biological organ-
isms develop their characteristic shape. An example of
morphogenesis is how an accumulation of initially un-
structured mesenchymal cells undergo differentiation
and growth into the bones of the cranial vault.4 Cellular
organization and distribution during morphogenesis is
widely considered a patterning-related effect.17 Use of
RD systems to predict naturally occurring nonhomoge-
neous chemical patterns was first documented in 1952
by Alan Turing.14

3.1. Turing Patterns
Turing published his seminal work on natural pattern
formation entitled The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis
in 1952.14 Turing theorized that “a system of chemical
substances . reacting together and diffusing through
a tissue, is adequate to account for the main phenom-
ena of morphogenesis.”14 The term “Turing pattern” de-
scribes RD systems that are used to predict patterns that
occur within nature (e.g., zebra stripes; cheetah spots).
An RD system in the format of Eqs. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3,
which were introduced in Section 2, has the capability
of producing Turing patterns. Turing patterns arise
when initial nearly homogeneous molar concentrations
develop instabilities that are then amplified to generate
a nonhomogeneous spatial pattern.14,18 Instability can
result from either statistical or random disturbances in
the initial molar concentration.14 A homogeneous Neu-
mann boundary condition (i.e., zero flux) is used in RD

systems because all domain boundaries must be imper-
meable to molar leakage.

The ability of an RD system to predict naturally
occurring patterns has been previously demonstrated
(Fig. 4.2.1). Within the dashed boxes of Fig. 4.2.1 the
upper images show the patterning of a young Pomacan-
thus angelfish and the lower images show the respective
Turing pattern predictions. All pattern predictions
within the dashed boxes are from the same simulation,
with differences resulting from time-step evolution.19

The patterns in Fig. 4.2.1 were created using a two-
equation coupled RD system.19

Turing patterns are only created through the solution
of coupled RD equations. Fig. 4.2.2 reveals that Turing
patterns can be vastly different from one another
depending on local reaction terms and their associated
parameters. All stable Turing patterns form a nonhomo-
geneous pattern that will reach steady state.20 Turing pat-
terns were further investigated with respect to local
reaction terms by Alfred Gierer and Hans Meinhardt.17,21

3.2. Common Morphogenic Reaction-
Diffusion Systems

Advancements made by Gierer and Meinhardt along
with the established significance of Turing patterns pro-
vided the groundwork for extending RD systems to em-
bryonic patterning.17,20 Embryonic patterning, also
referred to as morphogenic patterning, is created using
coupled RD systems commonly composed of only
two RD equations. When Turing first theorized RD sys-
tem pattern formation, he referred to all molar concen-
tration terms as “morphogens.”14 Morphogens can be
loosely defined as chemical substances capable of gov-
erning morphogenic pattern development. Later, in
1972, when Gierer and Meinhardt studied morpho-
genic RD systems, they reclassified the molar concentra-
tion terms as activator, inhibitor, or substrate.17 Using
the RD system described in Eqs. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 as an
example, u could be activator and v could be inhibitor.
In a pattern-producing system, the activator has short-
range self-enhancement effects and both inhibitor and
substrate have long-range activator inhibition effects.22

Activator-substrate and activator-inhibitor models are
two commonly used RD systems in developmental
biology.22e24

3.2.1. Activator-substrate models
In activator-substrate systems, short-range activator self-
enhancement causes localized substrate depletion.22 In-
hibition effects result from the complete depletion of
substrate, which has the effect of halting further acti-
vator production. In an RD system, the rate of diffusion
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for each chemical substance must not be equal.22 More
specifically, the rate of inhibitor diffusion must be
greater than the rate of activator diffusion. This ensures
the eventual cessation of activator diffusion within the
system22 and the emergence of a pattern. A commonly
used activator-substrate system is

va
vt
¼aa � baaþ gaa

2sþ DaV
2a (4.2.4)

vs
vt
¼as � gsa

2s� bss þ DsV
2s (4.2.5)

where aa and as are activator and substrate production
rates, respectively, and ba; bs;ga; and gs are reaction co-
efficients.17 Subscripts a and s identify activator and sub-
strate coefficients, respectively. An activator-substrate
system is described schematically in Fig. 4.2.3A:① repre-
sents nonlinear self-enhancement of activator, which
shares a proportionality to the substrate concentration25

and② and③ represent the substrate inhibition and acti-
vator production, respectively.25 Fig. 4.2.3B is a one-
dimensional (1D) plot of an activator-substrate system

with the activator concentration in blue and the substrate
concentration in green. Because activator consumes sub-
strate, the levels of activator and substrate concentration
are out of phase with one another.26

3.2.2. Activator-inhibitor models
In activator-inhibitor systems, a positive feedback loop
and a negative feedback loop are coupled together.27

The self-promotion of activator, which is indicated by
① in Fig. 4.2.4A, is the positive feedback loop. ② and
③ in Fig. 4.2.4A form the negative feedback loop where
activator production promotes inhibitor production,
which in turn promotes activator degradation. Fig. 4.2.4B
is a 1D plot of an activator-inhibitor system with the
activator concentration in blue and the inhibitor con-
centration in orange. Inspection of Fig. 4.2.4B reveals
that activator and inhibitor concentrations are in phase
with one another.26 Furthermore, inhibitor concentra-
tion can never exceed activator concentration because
of the self-enhancement properties of activator and the
system constraint that inhibitor must diffuse faster

12 Months 13 Months10 Months

FIG. 4.2.1 Pomacanthus angelfish patterning at 10, 12, and 13 months of age. Each biological angelfish
pattern is also computationally replicated with a reaction-diffusion-based Turing pattern. (From Kondo S,
Asai R. A reactionediffusion wave on the skin of the marine angelfish Pomacanthus. Nature. 1995; with
permission.)

FIG. 4.2.2 Various types of Turing patterns. (From Kondo S, Miura T. Reaction-diffusion model as a
framework for understanding biological pattern formation. Science. 2010; with permission.)
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than activator.26 The system constraint that inhibitor is
allowed to diffuse faster than activator is purely mathe-
matical.26 Failure to satisfy this constraint will result in a
nonpattern producing activator-inhibitor system.26

The chemical networks responsible for cellular self-
organization during embryogenesis are considered
replicable by the Gierer-Meinhardt model.21,28 The
Gierer-Meinhardt model is an activator-inhibitor sys-
tem composed of two coupled RD equations and is
defined as follows:

va
vt
¼aa � baaþ ga

a2

h
þDaV

2a (4.2.6)

vh
vt
¼ah � bhhþ gha

2 þ DhV
2h (4.2.7)

where ba; bh;ga; and gh are reaction coefficients.17

Subscripts a and h identify activator and inhibitor coef-
ficients, respectively. Each RD equation in the Gierer-
Meinhardt model has three local reaction terms. aa
and ah represent activator and inhibitor production,
respectively.21 baa and bhh represent activator and

inhibitor degradation, respectively.21 ga
a2
h and gha

2

represent nonlinear activator production, with the
former including a 1

h inhibition term.21 When an RD
system is used for predicting embryonic bone develop-
ment the generated patterns can reflect the initial posi-
tion of mineralization, or centers of ossification.29,30

Two theories for predicting embryonic bone develop-
ment are discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Before discus-
sing these theories, however, the spatiotemporal
factors affecting RD patterning must be discussed.

4. SPATIOTEMPORAL FACTORS
AFFECTING PATTERNING

RD patterning exhibits extreme sensitivity to domain
mesh, domain geometry, and initial molar concentra-
tion. Initial condition changes and mesh alterations
can produce patterning ranging from functionally iden-
tical to substantially different. Similar outcomes can
result from changes to model domain. Fig. 4.2.2
showed how slight changes to reaction coefficients

1 2

3

(A) (B)

FIG. 4.2.3 Activator-substrate system interaction (A) and one-dimensional domain plot (B). (From Marcon L,
Sharpe J. Turing patterns in development: What about the horse part? Current Opinion in Genetics &
Development. 2012; with permission.)

1

3

(A) (B)

FIG. 4.2.4 Activator-inhibitor system interaction (A) and one-dimensional domain plot (B). (From Marcon L,
Sharpe J. Turing patterns in development: What about the horse part? Current Opinion in Genetics &
Development. 2012; with permission.)
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and diffusion rates can produce significant pattern vari-
ation.28 When multiple RD variables (e.g., mesh, initial
concentration, and domain) are adjusted simulta-
neously, the effects on pattern variation can be com-
pounded. By way of new results and findings, we
present a study on the behavior of RD systems where
the primary interest is model reproducibility.

4.1. Mesh Dependency and Initial Molar
Concentration Sensitivity

RD patterning has a unique dependence on domain
mesh and initial molar concentration. Fundamentally,
this arises from the spatial dependence of the Laplace
operator in Euclidean space, which is an operator found
in every RD equation. A 268-element unstructured
triangular mesh is shown in Fig. 4.2.5A, and a 225-
element structured quadrilateral mesh is shown in
Fig. 4.2.5B. In the center of Fig. 4.2.5B is a red trans-
parent square that represents a prescribed region of
elevated activator concentration. This prescribed region
is representative of an RD system initial condition. If the
region of elevated activator concentration found in
Fig. 4.2.5B was mapped to Fig. 4.2.5A, the initially
square prescribed region would be distorted according
to the shape of proximal mesh elements. A qualitative
mapping of how the region distorts is indicated by the
blue region (Fig. 4.2.5A) relative to the original, undis-
torted prescribed region (purple). If an RD system were
to use the meshing schemes discussed in Fig. 4.2.5, as
well as their respective prescribed regions of initial

activator concentration, the systems would return a
different patterning. More specifically, both meshes
would return patterning with the same geometric ob-
jects (i.e., spikes, stripes, or swirls) but in domain loca-
tions different from one another. In the case of
Fig. 4.2.5, patterning will be spatiotemporally different
because more activator is present in Fig. 4.2.5A than in
Fig. 4.2.5B. Additionally, distribution differences in the
prescribed initial condition will result in dissimilar amplifica-
tion of initial activator concentration fluctuations.18 In
conclusion, it is theorized that activator concentration
differences along with dissimilar amplification path-
ways cause geometrically similar, yet spatiotemporally
different, patterns to form. Even if the nodal molar con-
centrations in Fig. 4.2.5 were assumed to be variable for
each mesh element, the mapping would still be imper-
fect and solution inconsistencies would result. Fig. 4.2.5
and its analysis are a theory for how initial molar
concentration and domain mesh can yield mesh-
dependent patterning in an RD system. Examples of
mesh-dependent patterning behavior are presented in
the remainder of this section.

The qualitative effects of initial activator concentra-
tion and domain mesh on RD patterning described in
Fig. 4.2.5 are demonstrated quantitatively in Fig. 4.2.6
that uses the Gierer-Meinhardt RD model. The same
unstructured mesh is used for Fig. 4.2.6A and B. Addi-
tionally, Fig. 4.2.6C and D use the same structured
mesh. Statistics for these two meshes can be found in
Table A1 of Appendix A. The four domains in Fig. 4.2.6

FIG. 4.2.5 Mapping an initial molar concentration between two different meshes. The red square in (B)
identifies a prescribed region of elevated molar concentration. The blue region in (A) is the mapping of the
red square found in (B).
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describe activator distribution, with Fig. 4.2.6A and C de-
tailing the prescribed initial condition and Fig. 4.2.6B and
D detailing the returned Gierer-Meinhardt pattern. The
random activator distributions shown in Fig. 4.2.6A
and C were created using the same mapping (i.e., they
have the same distribution). All parameters and
coefficients used to resolve the Gierer-Meinhardt patterns
contained in Fig. 4.2.6 can be found in Table A2 of
Appendix A. Additionally, the stability analysis used to
ensure patterning in Fig. 4.2.6 is discussed in Appendix
A. The COMSOL simulations detailed in Fig. 4.2.6 are
available on GitHub (https://github.com/PSUCompBio/
ReactionDiffusionStudies). Inspection of Fig. 4.2.6B and
D reveals patterning in the form of localized regions of
elevated concentration, or hot spots, that appear to be
similar with respect to the diameter and number pro-
duced. However, when Fig. 4.2.6B andD is superimposed
(Fig. 4.2.6E), spatial differences in hot-spot locations
become evident. The positions of some hot spots corre-
spond almost perfectly with one another, whereas others
are considerably disparate. Using the structural similarity
(SSIM) index function in MATLAB the similarity of
Fig. 4.2.6D with respect to Fig. 4.2.6B was calculated to

be 93.9%. Fig. 4.2.6E elucidates how sensitive RDmodels
are to the prescribed initial molar concentration and
domain mesh. More specifically, RD models that are
identical to one another except for their domain mesh
can produce patterns that, although similar, are spatially
different. The two meshes used to generate Fig. 4.2.6B
and D are extremely fine and more than adequate to
achieve convergence to a single solution if it were
possible. Potential ramifications of these findings include
the inability to replicate patterning from one RD study to
another unless the exact same domain mesh is used.

The mesh dependency detailed in Fig. 4.2.6 can
potentially be explained as either phenotypic variation
or individual variation depending on the application
of the RD system. Phenotypic variation in the context
of RD systems typically describes differences in physical
morphology (e.g., craniosynostosis and polydactyl-
ism).4,31,32 Individual variation in the context of RD
systems describes differences in naturally occurring pat-
terns. From a biologist’s perspective, mesh-dependent
behavior in RD systems is not important because only
the produced pattern is significant. This idea, however,
is troubling for a computationalist because solutions

FIG. 4.2.6 Reaction-diffusion sensitivity analysis with respect to domain mesh and initial activator
concentration. (A and C) The initial random distribution of activator applied over the unstructured and
structured meshes, respectively. (B and D) Gierer-Meinhardt-based patterning generated using (A) and (C),
respectively. (E) is (B) superimposed with (D).
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would not be reproducible. Furthermore, it complicates
modeling situations where the time and place of pattern
emergence is more important than the produced
pattern. Two examples of individual variation that align
with the mesh-dependent patterning provided in
Fig. 4.2.6 are shown in Fig. 4.2.7. Two different cheetah
forearms are shown in Fig. 4.2.7A and the underside of
two different Hula painted frogs are shown in
Fig. 4.2.7B. No two animal coats or skins are identical.33

The cheetah forearms in Fig. 4.2.7A contain circled re-
gions of interest for easier comparison. The frog under-
sides in Fig. 4.2.7B have distinctly noncircular spots
indicated with yellow arrows and strings of spots indi-
cated with blue contours.

Some embryonic bone growth models use RD sys-
tems that include non-RD equations.10,24,34 RD systems
of this form, however, still exhibit mesh-dependent
patterning behavior. Any equation that cannot satisfy
Eq. 4.2.1, which was previously introduced, is a non-
RD equation when present in an RD system. An
example of such a system is as follows:

va
vt
¼Hðos� oÞ

�
aa þaoo�baaþga

a2

h
þDaV

2a

�
(4.2.8)

vh
vt
¼Hðos� oÞ �ah� bhhþgha

2þDhV
2h
�

(4.2.9)

vo
vt
¼ hHðos� oÞ H

��
a2

h

�
� aT

�
(4.2.10)

where o is molar concentration, Hð.Þ are Heaviside
step functions, ao is a reaction coefficient that promotes
molar o production, h is a reaction multiplier, and both

aT and os represent molar concentration thresholds. The
remaining parameters in Eqs. 4.2.8 and 4.2.9 were pre-
viously described. The Heaviside step function Hðos�oÞ
has the discontinuous form of Hðos [oÞ ¼ 1 and
Hðos� oÞ ¼ 0: Additionally, the Heaviside step func-

tion H
��

a2
h

�
�aT
�

has the discontinuous form of

H
�
a2
	
h[aT


 ¼ 1 and H
�
a2
	
h� aT


 ¼ 0: Equations
4.2.8e4.2.10 describe an RD system that was adapted
from Lee’s doctoral thesis.4 Fig. 4.2.8A and C contain
activator distributions based on Eq. 4.2.8 using an un-
structured and a structured mesh, respectively. The dis-
tribution of molar o concentration from Eq. 4.2.10 is
shown in Fig. 4.2.8B and D using an unstructured and
a structured mesh, respectively. The meshes used in
Fig. 4.2.8 are identical to the meshes used in
Fig. 4.2.6. All distributions shown in Fig. 4.2.8AeD
were generated using the same initial concentration
mapping and the parameters contained in Table A3 of
Appendix A. The COMSOL simulations detailed in
Fig. 4.2.8 are available on GitHub (https://github.
com/PSUCompBio/ReactionDiffusionStudies). Inspec-
tion of the activator distributions in Fig. 4.2.8 with
respect to those in Fig. 4.2.6 suggests that RD systems
composed of one or more non-RD equations can result
in patterning that is uniquely different from well-
established Turing patterns. Outlines of prominent re-
gions within the unstructured domains of Fig. 4.2.8A
and B were superimposed with the structured domains
of Fig. 4.2.8C and D, respectively. The superimposed re-
sults for activator distribution are shown in Fig. 4.2.8E,
and the superimposed results for molar o distribution

FIG. 4.2.7 Individual variation within a species compared using the (A) cheetah forearm and (B) Hula painted
frog. (From Chelysheva EV. A new approach to cheetah identification. Cat News. 2004 and Perl RGB, Geffen E,
Malka Y et al. Population genetic analysis of the recently rediscovered Hula painted frog (Latonia nigriventer)
reveals high genetic diversity and low inbreeding. Sci Rep. 2018; with permission.)
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are shown in Fig. 4.2.8F. A significant difference be-
tween the superimposed results of Fig. 4.2.6E and F is
that in Fig. 4.2.8F, there are no pattern outliers.
Fig. 4.2.8E and F yielded SSIM index percentages of
96.5% and 85.9%, respectively. Therefore mesh-
dependent patterning behavior occurs even in RD systems
that are not composed entirely of RD equations.

These differences, however, can perhaps be classified
as individual phenotypic variation. Phenotypic varia-
tion in RD systems is manifested through altered
morphology. Examples of altered morphology pro-
duced via genetic manipulation are shown in
Fig. 4.2.9 using the paw of Mus musculus.32 Each paw
in Fig. 4.2.9 contains five digits of similar, yet different,
morphology. Assuming the distributions of molar o
concentration in Fig. 4.2.8B and D represent newly
developed embryonic bone, definite parallels can be
drawn to the paw specimens contained in Fig. 4.2.9.
More specifically, mesh-dependent patterning that

results in nonidentical embryonic bone development
can be described, according to Fig. 4.2.9, as individual
phenotypic variation. In addition to phenotypic varia-
tion caused by a genetic variant, it can result from nat-
ural (i.e., normal) development. Naturally occurring
phenotypic variation is the reason identical twins, and
even clones, are not exactly alike. Therefore the embry-
onic bone models in Fig. 4.2.8B and D are likely repre-
sentative of naturally occurring individual phenotypic
variation too. Whether or not differences in the mesh
correspond with individual differences (e.g., the distri-
bution of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells) is an
open question. However, when trying to understand
how amutation changes the activator-inhibitor partner-
ship, a mesh-invariant system becomes necessary.

4.2. Domain Geometry
Another RD parameter that affects patterning is domain
geometry. In RD systems, even simple changes in

FIG. 4.2.8 (AeD) Domain distributions for a three-equation reaction-diffusion (RD) system composed of two
RD equations and one non-RD equation. (A and C) Activator distributions generated using an unstructured and
a structured mesh, respectively. (B and D) Molar o distributions generated using an unstructured and a
structured mesh, respectively. (E and F) The superimposed distributions for activator and molar o
concentration, respectively.
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domain geometry can have an impact on patterning.
Fig. 4.2.10 contains three meshed domains that are
slightly different in shape. Each domain is patterned us-
ing the Schnakenberg RD model. The Schnakenberg
model is a coupled two-equation RD system.35 In
Fig. 4.2.10, the upper images represent the meshed
domain, while the lower images are the resulting Schna-
kenberg pattern. Identical parameter values and initial
conditions were used to generate all the patterning in
Fig. 4.2.10. The interested reader is directed to Zhu
et al.36 for a comprehensive breakdown of the simula-
tion used to generate Fig. 4.2.10. All domains in
Fig. 4.2.10 are of similar dimensions, with Fig. 4.2.10Ae
C representing the simple shapes of a square, circle, and
ellipse, respectively. If the domains in Fig. 4.2.10 were
enlarged in a manner that preserved their overall shape,
there would be no effect on the hot-spot patterning pro-
duced.37 Furthermore, the patterning would be similar,
yet spatiotemporally different. If the domains in
Fig. 4.2.10 were decreased past a critical dimension,
there would be a patterning shift from hot spots to
stripes.36,38 Inspection of Fig. 4.2.10 reveals that simple
geometry variations can produce patterning that is dissimilar
in shape (i.e., circular vs. oblong hot spots) and spatially
different.36,38,39 Because the meshes used in
Fig. 4.2.10AeC are not identical, the resulting
patterning differences can be partially attributed to
mesh dependency. These findings complicate the use
of RD-based patterning solutions when applied to com-
plex domain geometries.

4.3. Nonrandom Initial Concentration
Perturbations

Nonrandom initial concentration perturbations are
another RD parameter capable of affecting patterning.
RD systems can produce shaped patterns if prompted
with nonrandom initial concentration perturbations.
Pattern shaping describes the alignment of small-scale
shapes into large-scale patterns. A nonrandom initial

concentration perturbation is shown in Fig. 4.2.11A us-
ing four localized hot spots of activator that are 0.5%
greater than the background activator concentration.
Fig. 4.2.11B contains the patterned domain that was
generated using the activator perturbation in
Fig. 4.2.11A. The patterning in Fig. 4.2.11B was gener-
ated using the Gierer-Meinhardt model. All associated
model parameters are outlined in Table A2 of Appendix
A apart from the initial activator distribution. The
COMSOL simulation detailed in Fig. 4.2.11 is avail-
able on GitHub (https://github.com/PSUCompBio/
ReactionDiffusionStudies). The shaped patterning pre-
sent in Fig. 4.2.11B is partially highlighted in
Fig. 4.2.11C using dashed red circles. Using the circular
pattern indicators in Fig. 4.2.11C the presence of four
semisymmetric quadrants becomes apparent. Addition-
ally, inspection of Fig. 4.2.11B reveals that activator
hot spots align themselves in concentric circles that
emanate from each initial concentration perturbation.
This finding is significant from a computationalist’s
perspective because it suggests that RD systems can be
prompted to generate large-scale patterns. From a biol-
ogist’s perspective, this finding is significant because
nonrandom initial concentration perturbations are
more likely to occur over a real biological domain
than a completely random distribution. In the next sec-
tion an RD system developed for modeling embryonic
cranial vault growth is presented.

5. A MODEL FOR CRANIAL VAULT GROWTH
“The cranial vault develops and grows through the
mechanism of intramembranous ossification.”40 Dur-
ing intramembranous ossification, sheets of mesen-
chymal stem cells (MSCs) undergo differentiation into
osteoblasts that then cluster into condensations and
form centers of ossification.4,31,40 Ossification centers
secrete an unmineralized organic matrix called osteoid
that is “primarily composed of type I collagen fibers

FIG. 4.2.9 Individual phenotypic variation in the paw of Mus musculus. (From Sheth R, Marcon L, Félix
Bastida M et al. Hox genes regulate digit patterning by controlling the wavelength of a Turing-type
mechanism. Science. 2012; with permission.)
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and serves as a template for inorganic hydroxyapatite
crystals.”40 Osteoblasts trapped within the expanding
matrix produced by the ossification centers become os-
teocytes.40 “Once sufficient bone matrix is produced to
form a small island of bone, additional osteoblasts are
recruited to the surface, where there is continued” bone
production.40 As the bones of the cranial vault grow and
approximate, one another sutures form between
them.41 When sutures are patent, they function as
growth sites and allow new bone to form at the edges
of the approximating bone fronts.41 A suture can only
function as an intermembranous growth site if suffi-
cient osteoblasts are available at the bone front and
all cells within the suture exist in an undifferentiated
state.41 Craniosynostosis, a condition in which sutures

close prematurely, manifests itself as mineralization of
the cells of the suture and a cessation of growth at the
edges of approximating bone fronts.31 A theory for
intramembranous cranial vault ossification using an
activator-inhibitor RD system is shown in Fig. 4.2.12.
When osteoblasts cluster into ossification centers, there
is a release of activator.4,34 Activator secretion signals
MSCs to differentiate into osteoblasts.4,34 Because in-
hibitor degrades long-range MSC differentiation, the
formation of nonossified sutures results.4 Bone
modeling research suggests that activator and inhibitor
in Fig. 4.2.12 represent bone morphogenetic proteins
(BMPs) and Noggin proteins, respectively.4,11,23,24

BMP is a morphogenetic bone growth protein that
when secreted induces MSC differentiation into

FIG. 4.2.10 Pattern sensitivity with respect to changing domain geometry explored using (A) square, (B)
circle, and (C) ellipse domains. (From Zhu J, Zhang Y-T, Newman SA et al. Application of discontinuous
Galerkin methods for reaction-diffusion systems in developmental biology. J Sci Comput. 2009; with
permission.)
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osteoblasts.11,12 BMP secretion has the added effect of
signaling the release of Noggin.11 Noggin reduces the
effectiveness of BMP-induced MSC differentiation.12

Additionally, newly differentiated osteoblasts exhibit
the self-enhancement effect of BMP secretion.42 A sig-
nificant assumption of the activator (BMP)-inhibitor
(Noggin) model in Fig. 4.2.12 is that the compounded
effects of Noggin cause suture formation to occur.4 The
previously introduced RD system outlined in Eqs.
4.2.8e4.2.10 was developed based on the ossification
system described in Fig. 4.2.12.

Using the framework introduced in Fig. 4.2.12, a
schematic for intramembranous cranial vault ossifica-
tion was developed. The developed schematic is shown
in Fig. 4.2.13 and builds off an activator-inhibitor RD
model. Fig. 4.2.13 is split into two biological response
levels: molecular and cellular. Activator-inhibitor-
related processes take place at the molecular level, and
ossification-related processes take place at the cellular
level. At the molecular level in Fig. 4.2.13, activator
simultaneously promotes the production of itself (①)
and the inhibitor (②). The inhibitor then inhibits

activator production (③). Through a series of chemical
pathways the activator induces MSC differentiation into
osteoblasts (④).4 Differentiated osteoblasts then begin
expressing activator (⑤), which promotes adjacent un-
differentiated MSCs to differentiate.4 Lastly, inhibitor at
the molecular level has the cellular level effect of inhib-
iting osteoblast differentiation (⑥). Using Fig. 4.2.13, a
three-equation RD system was developed. The devel-
oped RD system was introduced in Section 4.1 as an
example using Eqs. 4.2.8e4.2.10. The only clarification
needed with respect to Eqs. 4.2.8e4.2.10 is that the
molar o concentration in Eq. 4.2.10 represents osteo-
blast concentration. Osteoblasts have an approximate
diameter of 20 mm.43 Therefore each mesh element in
the meshed domains documented in Table A1 of Ap-
pendix A represents approximately 120 osteoblasts.

6. SIMULATING CRANIAL VAULT GROWTH
WITH IMBEDDED MECHANICAL STRAIN

Recent research suggests that mechanical stimuli are
an important component of bone development and

FIG. 4.2.11 Shaping a reaction-diffusion (RD) solution using nonrandom initial concentration perturbations.
(A) A nonrandom initial concentration perturbation and (B) the resulting RD pattern. The shaped patterning in
(B) is identified using dashed red circles in (C).
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remodeling.44e47 During embryonic development of
the cranial vault the underlying brain grows
rapidly.48,49 Rapid growth of the underlying brain sug-
gests that the flat bones of the developing cranial vault
may be under nonnegligible intracranial pressure, or
applied mechanical strain.50e52 Therefore mechanical
strain must be incorporated into Eqs. 4.2.8e4.2.10 if
a comprehensive predictive model for cranial vault
ossification is to be developed. Before adjusting

Eqs. 4.2.8e4.2.10, a revised version of the schematic
in Fig. 4.2.13 was developed to include mechanical
strain. The revised schematic is provided in
Fig. 4.2.14. Because strain effects are imparted from
the growing brain on the developing neurocranium,
a tissue-level response was added to Fig. 4.2.14. Ten-
sile strain at the tissue level in Fig. 4.2.14 promotes
the production of the activator (⑦ and⑧).4 Addition-
ally, the accumulated volumetric strain greater than a
threshold value promotes osteoblast production
(⑨).4 Using Fig. 4.2.14 as well as Eqs. 4.2.8e4.2.10,
the following RD system with imbedded mechanical
strain was developed:

va
vt
þV,Va ¼Hðos� oÞ

��
�Ev þ �E0


ðaa þaooÞ� baa

þga
a2

h
þDaV

2a

� (4.2.11)

vh
vt
þV,Vh ¼ Hðos� oÞ �ah� bhhþgha

2þDhV
2h
�

(4.2.12)

vo
vt
þV,Vo ¼ hHðos� oÞ H

��
a2

h

�
� aT

�
HðEv � ETÞ (4.2.13)

where �Ev, Ev, �E0, and ET are all volumetric measures of
strain rate, accumulated strain, strain rate threshold,
and accumulated strain threshold, respectively. Advec-
tion effects in Eqs 4.2.11e4.2.13 are represented by
V,Va, V,Vh, and V,Vo, respectively, where V represents
brain growth velocity andV represents the spatial gradient

FIG. 4.2.13 A theorized schematic for intramembranous
cranial vault ossification that builds off an activator-inhibitor
reaction-diffusion model. (From Lee C. A computational
analysis of bone formation in the cranial vault using a
reaction-diffusion-strain model. 2018; with permission.)

Ossification Center

i-th Bone

j-th Bone

Ossification Center
Suture

InhibitorActivator

FIG. 4.2.12 A theorized framework for intramembranous cranial vault ossification based on an activator-
inhibitor reaction-diffusion system. (From Lee C. A computational analysis of bone formation in the cranial
vault using a reaction-diffusion-strain model. 2018; with permission.)
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of activator, inhibitor, or osteoblast. The remaining pa-
rameters in Eqs. 4.2.11e4.2.13 were previously described.
The Heaviside step function HðEv �ETÞ in Eq. 4.2.13
has the discontinuous form of HðEv [ETÞ ¼ 1 and
HðEv� ETÞ ¼ 0: Eqs. 4.2.11e4.2.13 were first used to
predict cranial vault development in the mouse. The first
step in this process was determining the strain field
applied to the mouse neurocranium.

Using magnetic resonance microscopic (MRM)
scans of embryonic mice brains as well as micro
computed tomographic (mCT) scans of embryonic
mice neurocrania, a series of computational cranial do-
mains at developmental intervals were developed. Each
domain volume is composed of three surfaces: the in-
ternal surface coincides with the underlying brain, the
external surface coincides with the differentiating
MSCs, and the inner layer connects the internal and
external surfaces.4 A normal mapping of domain dis-
placements at developmental intervals was then used
to calculate the strain field induced by the growing
brain. The process of domain development and strain
field extraction is outlined in Fig. 4.2.15. MRM scans
of the mice brain and mCT scans of the mice neurocra-
nia are shown in Fig. 4.2.15A for embryonic day 15.5
(E15.5) and E17.5 as well as the day of birth (postnatal
day 0, or P0). The light blue volumes in Fig. 4.2.15A
represent the mice brain and are anatomically oriented
within their respective mCT neurocranium rendering.
A superior view of the extracted E15.5, E17.5, and P0
computational domains is shown in Fig. 4.2.15B.
Also shown in Fig. 4.2.15B is the computational
domain for developmental day E13.5, which is assumed
to be an ellipse.4 The domains in Fig. 4.2.15B were then
inlaid with one another as seen in Fig. 4.2.15C and a
normal mapping was performed to determine their

respective displacement fields. The resulting displace-
ment fields were then used to calculate the Green-
Lagrange strain for use in Eqs. 4.2.11 and 4.2.13.
Interpolation of the displacement field allows strain
values between the four developmental milestones to
be determined. After determining the applied strain
field and the starting computational domain, the RD
system was run.

With the induced strain field from the growing brain
calculated and the elliptic computational domain of
E13.5 established, the RD system described in Eqs.
4.2.11e4.2.13 was run. The system was evaluated using
the open-source numerical solver OpenFOAM. A struc-
tural mechanics solver was paired with the finite vol-
ume method to evaluate the RD system. Those
interested in a more detailed explanation of the RD sys-
tem and its solution method are directed to Lee4 and
the full source code located on GitHub (https://
github.com/PSUCompBio/skull-growth-modeling).
Fig. 4.2.16 compares experimentally observed cranial
vault growth (lower image in each dotted rectangle)
in Mus musculus against model predictions (upper im-
age in each dotted rectangle) for developmental
days E14.5 through P0. The predicted regions of cra-
nial vault growth in Fig. 4.2.16 represent regions of
osteoblast concentration that are greater than a
threshold saturation. All parameters used to generate
the cranial vault predictions in Fig. 4.2.16 are outlined
in Table B1 of Appendix B Inspection of Fig. 4.2.16 re-
veals model predictions that align well with experi-
mental observations for E16.5, E17.5, and P0 except
for the development of a nonsingular interparietal
bone. Additionally, the model prematurely predicts
frontal and parietal bone growth in E14.5 and E15,
respectively. However, the predicted order of

FIG. 4.2.14 A revised schematic for intramembranous cranial vault ossification that builds off an activator-
inhibitor reaction-diffusion model and incorporates mechanical strain. (From Lee C. A computational analysis
of bone formation in the cranial vault using a reaction-diffusion-strain model. 2018; with permission.)
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emergence of the parietal and interparietal bones
matches experimental observations.

Growth predictions were validated by linking model
parameters to genetic mutations and replicating the
resulting developmental abnormalities in the cranial
vault. Two mutation-based validation studies were con-
ducted using the RD model. The findings for both
studies are outlined in Fig. 4.2.17. Fig. 4.2.17A shows
the predictive ability of the model to fuse the coronal
suture by reducing the osteoblast production coeffi-
cient, ao. In the study by Clendenning and Mortlock,53

it was determined that the growth factor Gdf6, a mem-
ber of the BMP family, has a similar effect on the coro-
nal suture when made genetically inoperable. Genes
made inoperable are commonly referred to as knocked

out. When Gdf6 functions normally (wild type), the cor-
onal suture remains patent (Fig. 4.2.17A, upper left),
but when Gdf6 is knocked out (Gdf6�/�), bone forms
and the coronal suture closes prematurely (Fig. 4.2.17A,
upper right).53 Model predictions detailing a similar ef-
fect are documented in the lower images of Fig. 4.2.17A
through the reduction of ao. In this case of craniosy-
nostosis, Gdf6 operates as ao in the computational
model. Yu et al.54 conducted experiments that showed
that Axin2 is associated with premature closure of the
metopic suture. Fig. 4.2.17B shows the influence of
Axin2 on metopic suture formation, revealing that
when Axin2 is knocked out, the metopic suture closes.
Because Axin2 inhibits MSC differentiation into osteo-
blasts,55 all model parameters with inhibitory roles

E15.5 E17.5 P0

E13.5 E15.5 E17.5 P0

Displacement
E17.5 � P0

Displacement
E13.5 � E15.5 Displacement

E15.5 � E17.5Normal 
Mapping

(A)

(B)

(C)

FIG. 4.2.15 Computational domain development and strain field extraction for the cranial vault of Mus
musculus. (From Lee C. A computational analysis of bone formation in the cranial vault using a reaction-
diffusion-strain model. 2018; with permission.)
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were investigated with respect to metopic suture ef-
fects. The investigation revealed that either increasing
inhibitor degradation, bh, or decreasing inhibitor
interaction, gh, closed the metopic suture by fusing
both frontal bones. Along with a reference prediction
of cranial development the effects of increasing bh
and decreasing gh on metopic suture formation are
shown in the lower images of Fig. 4.2.17B. Based on
these findings, we interpret bh and gh as representative

of the function of Axin2 in Eq. 4.2.12. In the next sec-
tion, recent advancements in postnatal cranial vault
modeling are discussed.

7. ADVANCEMENTS IN POSTNATAL
CRANIAL VAULT MODELING

Marghoub et al.51,56 suggest that early postnatal cranial
vault development, specifically suture formation, can

FIG. 4.2.16 Experimental bone growth observations (lower image in each dotted rectangle) compared
against model predictions (upper image in each dotted rectangle) at different developmental stages. (From
Lee C. A computational analysis of bone formation in the cranial vault using a reaction-diffusion-strain model.
2018; with permission.)

FIG. 4.2.17 Model validation studies using (A) Gdf6-induced coronal suture fusion and (B) Axin2-induced
metopic suture fusion. CS, Coronal suture; MS, Metopic suture. (From Lee C. A computational analysis of
bone formation in the cranial vault using a reaction-diffusion-strain model. 2018 and Yu H-MI, Jerchow B, Sheu
T-J, et al. The role of Axin2 in calvarial morphogenesis and craniosynostosis.Development. 2005 and
Clendenning DE, Mortlock DP. The BMP ligand Gdf6 prevents differentiation of coronal suture mesenchyme in
early cranial development. PLOS ONE. 2012; with permission.)
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be modeled using a purely hydrostatic strain-based
tissue-differentiation algorithm. The hydrostatic strain
field in the model by Marghoub et al.‘ is calculated
via an expansion analysis of underlying mice brain
growth.51,56 Furthermore, the strain field is the sole var-
iable that drives neurocranium growth and suture for-
mation.51,56 ‘The mechanobiological differentiation
algorithm of Marghoub et al. was adapted from Carter
et al.57 and computes by increasing the elastic modulus
of suture elements that are proximal to nearby calvarial
bone and below a threshold level of hydrostatic
strain.51,56 The elastic modulus is increased in incre-
ments of 250 MPa, a value determined through the
extrapolation of mouse calvarial properties between
P10 and P20 for each period of simulated growth.51,58

Fig. 4.2.18 compares in silico suture growth and cessa-
tion against an ex vivo wild-type mouse at P3, P7, and
P10. Inspection of Fig. 4.2.18 reveals “a gradual reduc-
tion in suture sizes across all . sutures from P3 to
P10.”51 Additionally, the in silico results “capture the
overall pattern of bone formation across the skull.”51

Although the model of Marghoub et al.‘ yields prom-
ising results, it is not without its limitations. For
example, using solely the level of hydrostatic strain to
propagate growth assumes that all biological and
nonbiological mechanisms, specifically those docu-
mented to have a role in cranial development, are
negligible.51

Garzón-Alvarado59 and Garzón-Alvarado et al.24

proposed a biochemical model for approximating the
complex mechanisms that regulate membranous bone
growth in the neurocranium.60 Burgos-Flórez et al.60

later adapted this biochemical model to simulate “the
formation, maintenance and interdigitation of cranial
sutures during human prenatal development and in-
fancy.”60 The work of Burgos-Flórez et al.‘ is novel
because it “describes how sutures form and maintain
their phenotypical characteristics . [when] complex
biochemical regulatory mechanisms”60 are dictating
neurocranium growth. Using their RD-based biochem-
ical model, Burgos-Flórez et al. were able to “determine
the time and location of suture formation during prena-
tal development and the emergence of the interdigitated
patterns seen in sutures during infancy.”60 Additionally,
they determined that “suture fate is dependent on the
ability of suture cells to respond to biochemical signals
coming from the developing flat bones”60 of the neuro-
cranium. This finding suggests that premature suture
fusion (i.e., craniosynostosis) may result from atypical
osteoinhibitory sensing ability.60 Burgos-Flórez et al.
also showed “that interdigitated suture morphologies
are the result of local variations in the concentration
of biochemical factors along opposing bone fronts,
which conjointly regulate bone formation and resorp-
tion events at the sutures.”60 Fig. 4.2.19 shows a time
evolution of suture interdigitation. Interdigitation

FIG. 4.2.18 Computationally predicted postnatal cranial vault growth compared to experimentally observed
wild-type development at P3, P7, and P10. (From Marghoub A, Libby J, Babbs C et al. Characterizing and
modeling bone formation during mouse calvarial development. Phys Rev Lett. 2019; with permission.)
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begins at approximately 12 months and is followed by
continuous narrowing until cessation at 24 months. In
Fig. 4.2.20, a morphologic comparison of suture

interdigitation and fusion between ‘the computation-
ally predicted calvaria by Burgos-Flórez et al. and an
adult calvaria is shown.

4 months 8 months 12 months 13 months 

14 months 15 months 20 months 24 months 

FIG. 4.2.19 Time evolution of sagittal suture interdigitation from 4 months to 2 years. (From Burgos-Flórez
FJ, Gavilán-Alfonso ME, Garzón-Alvarado DA. Flat bones and sutures formation in the human cranial vault
during prenatal development and infancy: A computational model. Journal of Theoretical Biology. 2016; with
permission.)

FIG. 4.2.20 Morphologic comparison of suture interdigitation and fusion between (A) computationally
predicted calvaria and (B) an adult calvaria. (From Burgos-Flórez FJ, Gavilán-Alfonso ME, Garzón-Alvarado
DA. Flat bones and sutures formation in the human cranial vault during prenatal development and infancy: A
computational model. Journal of Theoretical Biology. 2016; with permission.)
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8. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
Our intention is to move forward with the without-
strain bone growth model given by Eqs. 4.2.8e4.2.10
and the with-strain bone growth model given by Eqs.
4.2.11e4.2.13 through further refinement and valida-
tion. Model validation will be done primarily through
morphologic comparison of in vitro osteogenic differ-
entiation assays and in vivo bone growth experiments.
Two in vitro osteogenic assays at different stages of dif-
ferentiation are shown in Fig. 4.2.21. Both assays were
cultured using a differentiation protocol adapted from
Lee et al.61 The assays have undergone alizarin staining
to identify regions of osteoblast mineralization
(Fig. 4.2.21). At 7 and 21 days, there is approximately
0.0% and 8.3% osteoblast mineralization, respectively,
in a 3.48-cm-diameter petri dish. The assays in
Fig. 4.2.21 are useful for model comparison and valida-
tion because many of the complexities associated with
in vivo growth (e.g., three-dimensionality, changing
size and shape of the domain, and changing boundary
conditions with growth) are not present. Model

validation studies will also be conducted using osteo-
genic assays at longer growth durations and greater
mineralization percentages than those in Fig. 4.2.21.
Strain effects can also be incorporated into the osteo-
genic assay using the Flexcell culture straining system.
A Flexcell culture plate is depicted in Fig. 4.2.22 for a
test specimen before and during strain loading. Test
specimen strain results from vacuum pressure applied
circumferentially to the deformable membrane identi-
fied in Fig. 4.2.22. An investigation into potential fac-
tors affecting mesh dependence in RD systems is also
planned.

Another RD concept that will be further explored is
whether mesh-dependent RD systems can be stabi-
lized to produce mesh-independent results. Prelimi-
nary findings suggest that RD stabilization terms
exist. When stabilization terms are incorporated into
an RD system, it allows mesh-independent results to
be produced by a mesh-dependent system. We theo-
rize that mechanical strain acts as a stabilization
term. RD pattern stabilization is an important focus

FIG. 4.2.21 Unstrained osteoblast cultures at 7 and 21 days. (Courtesy of Ying Ru at Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai.)

Deformable Membrane

Test Specimen Vacuum Vacuum

Applied Strain

Loading

Loading Post Loading Post

FIG. 4.2.22 A Flexcell culture plate depicting a test specimen before and during strain loading.
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because it enables solution reproducibility and allows
for control of changing phenotypes. Embryonic ossifi-
cation is a complex biological process. Even so, RD-
based modeling of embryonic ossification has
advanced considerably in the past decade, with re-
searchers across various fields contributing promising
findings. As our understanding of embryonic ossifica-
tion improves and the capabilities of computational
modeling advance, the development of a validated
osteogenic growth model draws closer.

APPENDIX A
Section 4.1 detailed reaction-diffusion (RD) sensitivity
with respect to initial molar concentration and domain
mesh. Two meshes, one unstructured and the other
structured, were used in the analysis. Table A1 details
both the meshes used. The Gierer-Meinhardt RD model
used in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 was run using COMSOL
Multiphysics. All parameters and coefficients used to
simulate the Gierer-Meinhardt RD system are detailed
in Table A2.

RD systems need to be properly initiated to ensure
nonhomogeneous pattern formation.62 Using the sta-
bility analysis documented by Koch and Meinhardt,62

equations for steady-state molar concentration and a

parameter inequality constraint were derived. Steady-
state molar concentration equations were derived by
setting both the Laplacian and temporal rate of change
terms equal to zero in each RD equation and then solv-
ing the resulting system of equations.4,34 When this pro-
cess is applied to the Gierer-Meinhardt model the
following equations result:

a0¼ bhga

bagh
þ aa

ba
(A1)

h0¼gha
2
0

bh
(A2)

where a0 is the steady-state activator concentration and
h0 is the steady-state inhibitor concentration.4 If the
steady-state activator and inhibitor concentrations were
then perturbed the system solution would become:

a¼ a0 þ da0e
utcosð2pkxÞ (A3)

h¼ h0 þ dh0e
utcosð2pkxÞ (A4)

where d i 0 is the steady-state perturbation amplitude, u
is the perturbation frequency, and k is the wave num-
ber.62 Patterning in an RD system occurs when the
real part of complex u is positive.34 Manipulation of
the Gierer-Meinhardt model along with Eqs. A1eA4
result in the following inequality constraint:

TABLE A1
Structured and Unstructured Mesh Information.

Unstructured Mesh Structured Mesh

No. of elements 25,970 No. of elements 25,620

No. of vertices 13,144 No. of vertices 25,865

No. of edge elements 316 No. of edge elements 488
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2bhga

bhga þ aagh
� 1 � bh

ba
� Dh

Da

" ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2bhga

bhga þ aagh

s
�1

#
(A5)

which must be satisfied for patterning to occur.4 The pa-
rameters outlined in Table A2 satisfy Eq. (A5), yielding
0:667 � 2:00 � 29:1 when evaluated. Section 4.1 also
discussed a coupled RD system composed of a single
non-RD equation and two RD equations. All parame-
ters and coefficients used to simulate this three-
equation RD system in COMSOLMultiphysics are listed
in Table A3.

APPENDIX B
All parameters used in Eqs. 4.2.11e4.2.13 to predict the
growth outcomes shown in Fig. 4.2.16 of Section 6 are
outlined in Table B1.

TABLE A2
The Gierer-Meinhardt Model Parameters and
Coefficients.

Simulated Time 1.037e07 (s)

Dt 3.111e03 (s)

a0 1.20 ð�0:5%Þ (mol/m3)

h0 1.44 (mol/m3)

aa 1.00e-05
�
mol
	�
m3 �s�


ah 1.00e-09
�
mol
	�
m3 �s�


ba 5.00e-05 (1/s)

bh 1.00e-04 (1/s)

ga 5.00e-05 (1/s)

gh 1.00e-04
�
m3
	
mol �s


Da 1.20e-12 (m2/s)

Dh 1.20e-10 (m2/s)

TABLE A3
Parameters and Coefficients Used in Three-
Equation Reaction-Diffusion System.

Simulated Time 1.037e07 (s)

Dt 3.111e03 (s)

a0 1.20 ð�0:5%Þ (mol/m3)

h0 1.44 (mol/m3)

o0 1.33 (mol/m3)

aa 1.00e-08
�
mol
	�
m3 �s�


ah 1.00e-09
�
mol
	�
m3 �s�


ao 1.00e-07 (1/s)

ba 5.00e-05 (1/s)

bh 1.00e-04 (1/s)

ga 5.00e-05 (1/s)

gh 1.00e-04
�
m3
	
mol �s


Da 2.20e-12 (m2/s)

Dh 2.20e-10 (m2/s)

h 4.00e-07
�
mol
	�
m3 �s�


aT 3.50 (mol/m3)

os 1.30 (mol/m3)

TABLE B1
Parameters Used in Cranial Vault Simulation.

Simulated Time 1.685e06 (s)

Dt 1.728e02 (s)

a0 1.20e-3 ð�0:5%Þ (kg/m3)

h0 1.44e-3 (kg/m3)

o0 0.00 (kg/m3)

aa 7.00e-03 (kg/m3)

ah 2.00e-09
�
kg
	�
m3 �s�


ao 4.00e02 (1/s)

ba 1.00e-04 (1/s)

bh 2.00e-04 (1/s)

ga 1.00e-04 (1/s)

gh 2.5e-01
�
m3
	½kg �s�


Da 5.00e-13 (m2/s)

Dh 1.50e-10 (m2/s)

h 1.00e-07
�
kg
	�
m3 �s�


aT 2.00e-03 (kg/m3)

os 1.00e-03 (kg/m3)

ET 5.00e-01 (unitless)
�E0 3.00e-06 (1/s)

From Lee C. A computational analysis of bone formation in the cranial
vault using a reaction-diffusion-strain model. 2018; with permission.
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